
 
 

 

Commissioning of new buildings - when and how? 

by Andrada Haranguș, LL.M., Avocat (attorney at law RO) 

 

In practice, it often happens that developers/ investors plan the commissioning of new 
buildings very shortly after the completion of the construction works. However, the 
commissioning of a new building takes place in several stages and may require obtaining 
numerous operating permits, meaning that it generally takes place several months after the 
completion of the construction works. The major steps of the complex commissioning process 
are briefly described below. 

 

Taking over of the construction works 

The construction works must first be taken over after their completion. For this purpose, a 
formal taking over procedure is carried out in accordance with the conditions of the regulation 
for the taking over of construction works (approved by Government Resolution no. 343/ 2017). 
The taking over committee consists of representatives of the owner, the competent building 
permit authority (usually the local mayor's office) and, if necessary, other authorities (e.g. 
Ministry of Culture in the case of historical monuments, fire protection authority in the case of 
buildings requiring a fire security permit etc.) as well as other specialists. At the end of the 
taking over procedure (Rom. receptia la terminarea lucrarilor de construire) a taking over 
protocol is drawn up according to the legal template. Based on this protocol, the taking over 
is accepted by the owner. 

 

Taking over and commissioning of assembly works 

If the new construction also includes machinery, technological equipment and/ or production 
capacities, additional taking over procedures are to be organised upon completion of the 
relevant assembly works according to a separate taking over regulation (approved by 
Government Resolution no. 51/ 1996). Thus, first a taking over upon completion of the 
assembly works (Rom. receptia la terminarea lucrarilor de montaj) and then a commissioning 
of the technical equipment/ production capacities (Rom. receptia punerii in functiune) after 
carrying out appropriate tests/ a trial run are to be organised. These taking over procedures 
are also official and formalistic and are documented by corresponding taking over protocols 
according to the legally prescribed templates. 

 

Land Book registration of the new building 

After the above-mentioned taking over procedures have been carried out, a certificate of 
construction of the new building (Rom. certificat de atestare a edificarii constructiei) is 
requested from the local mayor's office and the cadastral documentation (Rom. documentatie 
cadastrala) of the new building is drawn up by an authorized cadastral surveyor. On this basis, 
the ownership over the new building is registered in the Land Book. Generally, this step is 
carried out in parallel with obtaining the operating permits described below in order to save 
time. 

 

 

 



 

Operating permits 

Depending on the characteristics of the new building and, in particular, of the activities to be 
carried out therein, a number of so-called operating permits (Rom. autorizatii de functionare) 
may have to be obtained by the owner before the operation of the building, respectively the 
performance of the planned activities can begin. Among others, the following may be required: 

 

 depending on the specific CAEN codes and local government regulations, a local 
operating permit may need to be obtained from the local mayor's office;  

 the fire security permit (Rom. autorizatia de securitate la incendiu) is required for the 
categories of constructions listed in Government Resolution no. 571/ 2016 (e.g. 
commercial, production or storage spaces with a built-up area of at least 600 m2 or, if 
located in collective residential buildings, with a built-up area of at least 200 m2, office 
areas with a built-up area of at least 600 m2 etc.);  

 the environmental permit (Rom. autorizatia de mediu) is necessary for carrying out 
activities with certain CAEN codes in accordance with Order no. 1798/ 2007;  

 the water management permit (Rom. autorizatia de gospodarire a apei) is required 
under Order no. 891/ 2019, insofar as the construction is built on water or connected 
to surface water, groundwater, etc., or the activities carried out therein may lead to the 
indirect discharge of hazardous substances into groundwater or surface water.  

 

Conclusion 

Before commencing the operation of a new building, respectively the performance of the 
activities planned therein, official taking over and, if necessary, commissioning procedures 
must first be carried out, and various operating permits must be obtained from the competent 
authorities. This usually requires several months after the actual completion of the construction 
works, a period which must be taken into account by investors from the beginning, when 
planning a new building, in order to correctly estimate the date of the earliest possible start of 
operations. 
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